Head to our
website to
learn more!

“F” Series Spray Cork
Insulating decorative Spray Cork coatings, the most advanced
green energy product on the market today.
See how our cork compares to standard exterior product coatings

SPRAY CORK

‘F’ Series VIPEQ

PAINT

Standard Exterior

Sustainable Source
Thermal Insulator
Fire Retardant
Mould Resistant
Flexible = no cracks
Hypo-Allergenic
1 Trade Applicator
Low Carbon Footprint

Water Resistant
Acoustic Insulator
Apply on virtually
any exterior surface
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RENDER

Standard Exterior

Top 3 reasons to choose our ‘F’ Series Spray Cork for your home.

01

Environmentally Sustainable
There has never been a greater demand to make new
construction materials. Unfortunately many of these products
deplete our natural resources and have negative side eﬀects.
We are now able to use a greener, natural, renewable
resource with positive environmental outcomes that
will last for many generations to come.

02

Lowers Utility Bills

03

Improved Home Exterior with NO Maintenance

remarkably sustainable trees can live for more than 200 years

Heat and cold enter your home from the outside. Our
‘F’ Series Spray Cork helps prevent heat or cold from entering,
keeping your home warm in winter and cool in summer.
This helps you save energy and money. The cork creates a
thermal barrier to lower your utility bills and increase
your savings, month on month.

“F” Series Spray Cork adds beautiful unique texture and
colour to your home, with 400% less fade than other
standard coatings! The product will hold its shape or
colour regardless of what surface it is applied to.
Unlike render and paint, our product will not chip
or crack and needs little to no maintenance.

CORK - NATURE’S SUSTAINABLE
& RENEWABLE RESOURCE
During cork harvesting, NO trees are cut down. Every 8
to 10 years, ONLY the bark is extracted from each tree and
a new layer of cork regrows. The bark can be removed
from the tree many times without causing ANY damage
to the tree. During extraction the cork tree releases large
amounts of oxygen, replenishing the air. These incredibly
sustainable trees can live for more than

200 years!

DID YOU KNOW?
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6.6 million

There are approximately
acres of Mediterranean cork forests.
These forests provide income for
thousands of families and are home
to one of the world’s highest levels
of forest biodiversity, second only
to the Amazonian Rainforest.

